Hi Jennifer - As we discussed, please see attached. It's just one chapter; I might come up with more ...

Thanks
Paula
EDITS TO PROPOSED COW 2015 COMP PLAN - March 2015

Page 1-8 under Regional Plan Coordination, 2nd sentence: The plan commits to maintaining and restoring ecosystems, improve improving (to have parallel construction given the gerund “restoring”) water quality, and reduce reducing (same rationale) ....

Page 2-1 under “Neighborhood forest canopy and open space: . . . . and semi-rural character unique to among “close-in” Seattle suburbs. (This says what we want, “to” implies the opposite.)

2-2 Architectural Character: Its newer civic, commercial and mf buildings exemplify this theme by employing simple 3-dimensional forms expressing wood framing. Have and traditional NW woodland exterior finishes and colors, and by incorporating ....

Same page under City Limits last sentence: Planned land uses and zoning described below largely mirrors mirror (since the subjects are plural the verb must be also) . . .

2-6 Land Use Plan, first sentence: The Comp Land Use Plan Map on the following pages display displays (singular subject “map” needs singular verb)

2-9 last sentence 3rd paragraph: .... sites lend may may lend ....

2-19 Goal LU-3: Promote land use and community design that encourages encourage (plural subjects /plural verb)

Policy LU-3.2 first sentence: .... connectivity between uses and amenities, with such that the frequency ... OR: connectivity between uses and amenities are to be commensurate with .....

Policy LU-3.5: Increase access to health healthy foods

Page 3-4 first paragraph title: Gradually Diverse Diversifying Population or “Increasingly Diverse Population.”